
Getting Started with SAS® Viya® 

3.4 for R

Installation and Configuration

Requirements

To use R with SAS Cloud Analytic Services, the client machine that runs R must meet the following 
requirements:

n Use 64-bit Linux or 64-bit Windows.

n Use a 64-bit version of R.

n Use R 3.1.0 or later.

n Install the dplyr, httr, and jsonlite packages. These packages have additional dependencies that are 
automatically installed from CRAN when you run install.packages().

Installation

The SWAT package for R is available from SAS as a .tar.gz file. You can download the package from https://
support.sas.com/downloads/package.htm?pid=2061. Alternatively, you can download releases from https://
github.com/sassoftware/R-swat/releases.

After you download the package, you can install the package with a command that is similar to the following. 
Root or sudo access is required to install the package in the default library location.

Example Code 1 Installation on 64-bit Linux

sudo R CMD INSTALL /path/to/R-swat-x.x.x-platform.tar.gz

Example Code 2 Installation on 64-bit Windows

R.exe CMD INSTALL drive:\path\to\R-swat-x.x.x-platform.tar.gz

Note: Only the package for Linux includes the C libraries and SAS Threaded Kernel libraries that enable binary 
communication with the server. The installation information that follows are alternatives and use REST 
communication only.

You can also install from within R directly using a URL.

# Make sure prerequisites are installed

https://support.sas.com/downloads/package.htm?pid=2061
https://support.sas.com/downloads/package.htm?pid=2061
https://github.com/sassoftware/R-swat/releases
https://github.com/sassoftware/R-swat/releases


install.packages('dplyr')
install.packages('httr')
install.packages('jsonlite')

install.packages('https://github.com/sassoftware/R-swat/releases/download/vX.X.X/R-swat-X.X.X-platform.tar.gz', 
  repos=NULL, type='file')

If you are running on a platform that does not have an associated installer, you should install the source code 
tar.gz. These platforms are limited to using the CAS REST interface only because the installation does not 
include platform-specific C libraries or SAS Threaded Kernel libraries.

Example Code 3 Source Installation

install.packages('https://github.com/sassoftware/R-swat/archive/vX.X.X.tar.gz',
  repos=NULL, type='file')

If the devtools package is installed, you can install R-swat from GitHub.

Example Code 4 GitHub Installation

library(devtools)
devtools::install_github(repo='sassoftware/R-swat')

Note: Part of the SWAT package for R is open-source software from SAS and is hosted in GitHub. If you want 
to contribute, you can install by cloning the repository. For more information, see https://github.com/
sassoftware/r-swat/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md.

Optional Configuration

Authinfo File

Using an authinfo file is not required to use the package, but is recommended. When you enter your credentials 
(user ID and password) in an authinfo file and secure the permissions, you can avoid specifying those 
credentials in programs.

Throughout the documentation, it is assumed that you have an authinfo file. The following statement connects R 
to CAS and supplies the credentials from an authinfo file that is in a default location:

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol='http')

If you do not use an authinfo file, then you must connect with a statement like the following:

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol='http', user='sasdemo', password='!s3cret')

See “Create an Authinfo File” in Client Authentication Using an Authinfo File.

Binary Communication and REST Communication

Communication between R and CAS can be performed in a binary format with proprietary C libraries and SAS 
Threaded Kernel libraries or over HTTP to a REST interface on the server. The C libraries (and therefore binary 
communication) are supported for 64-bit Linux only. The source installation does not include the C libraries or 
SAS Threaded Kernel libraries and is a smaller download.

Connections to CAS that use binary communication are similar to the following example:

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 5570)
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Table 1 Binary Communication

Advantages Disadvantages

n Communication is fast and efficient. There are 
fewer conversions between data types.

n Data message handlers can be implemented to 
perform custom data loading.

n Automatic encryption of communication if CAS is 
configured to perform TLS.

n The SAS Threaded Kernel subsystem adds 
support for SAS data formats.

n Platform support is limited because the SAS 
Threaded Kernel subsystem is a requirement.

n The download and installation size is larger due to 
the addition of the SAS Threaded Kernel 
subsystem.

For REST communication, the advantage is that the installation does not require C libraries. Connections to 
CAS that use REST and HTTP are similar to the following example:

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol="http")

Table 2 REST Communication

Advantages Disadvantages

n Connections use standard HTTP and HTTPS 
communication.

n The package uses R code only. It can be used on 
any platform that is supported by R.

n The download and installation are smaller because 
the C libraries and SAS Threaded Kernel 
subsystem are not installed.

n The conversion of objects to and from JSON is 
slower than binary.

n HTTP is a less efficient communication protocol 
than binary.

n Data message handlers for custom data loaders 
are not supported.

n Extra data formatting features are not available, 
unless SAS Threaded Kernel is also installed.

Connect and Start a Session

How To

To enable an R program to work with SAS Cloud Analytic Services, you must establish a connection with the 
server.

You need the host name and port that the CAS controller is listening on. As an alternative to putting user IDs and 
passwords in programs, you can create an authinfo file so that your credentials are sent to the controller without 
including them in the program.

Example Code 5 Binary Connection

library(swat)
s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 5570)

n SWAT is the name for the package that is used for working with SAS Cloud Analytic Services.

n CAS is the class that enables R to connect to SAS Cloud Analytic Services.
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n A binary connection requires installing the C libraries that are used for binary communication with the 
controller. Port 5570 is the commonly used port for binary communication.

If a server is listening on the host name and port that are specified, and you authenticate, then the SWAT 
package makes a connection to the server, starts a session on the same hosts as the server, and returns the 
connection object. As a documentation convention, the variable "s" is used to represent your CAS session.

In addition to the binary connection, the SWAT package can make a REST connection. In most cases, the 
preferred method is to connect to the HTTP server that proxies the REST interface for CAS. Depending on your 
network topology and firewalls, it might be possible to connect directly to the REST interface for CAS.

Example Code 6 REST Connection with HTTP Server

s <- CAS("https://webserver.example.com/cas-shared-default-http/")

n SAS Viya uses an HTTP server to proxy requests to services. By default, the HTTP server is configured to 
use TLS. The HTTP server can use a self-signed certificate that is generated automatically or your 
administrator might have supplied a certificate.

n The best practice in this case is to connect to CAS through the HTTP server. The cas-shared-default-http 
portion of the URL applies to a typical SAS Viya deployment. If the deployment instance did not use the 
default deployment name, then that portion of the URL is different.

Example Code 7 REST Connection Directly to CAS

s <- CAS("http://cloud.example.com:8777", protocol='http')

The following form also makes a REST connection directly with the server. The difference is that host and port 
are specified as separate arguments.

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol='http')

n In some network topologies, you might have network connectivity with the CAS controller. The CAS controller 
listens on port 8777 for REST connections. The port number is configurable and can be different.

n Specify HTTPS in the URI and for the protocol argument if the CAS controller is configured to use TLS.

If the HTTP server or CAS is configured to use TLS, see Encryption in SAS Viya: Data in Motion for the following 
information:

n information about trusted certificates and the default location of the certificates

n information about when you might need to set the CAS_CLIENT_SSL_CA_LIST environment variable

Troubleshooting

Error in .Object$initialize(...) : No username was specified.
Create an authinfo file so that it can be used to provide credentials, or specify the user name and password 
arguments.

Error in curl::curl_fetch_memory(url, handle = handle) : Couldn't connect to server
Check that a server is listening on the REST interface port that is specified in the connection parameters.
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How to Run Actions

View Server Status

The following code shows how to run the serverStatus action. This is a simple example that demonstrates how 
to connect to CAS, start a session, and run actions. One advantage of the simplicity is that the example does not 
require data.

Note: This example, and all the examples in this document require that you have access to a running instance 
of SAS Cloud Analytic Services. As a document convention, the host is presented as cloud.example.com and 
the network port is 8777. Contact your system administrator for the values to substitute.

Example Code 8 Server Status

library(swat)

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol='http')  # 1

NOTE: Connecting to CAS and generating CAS action functions for loaded
      action sets...
NOTE: To generate the functions with signatures (for tab completion), set 
      options(cas.gen.function.sig=TRUE).

res <- cas.builtins.serverStatus(s)                   # 2

length(res)                                           # 3

[1] 3

names(res)                                            # 4

[1] "About"      "nodestatus" "server"    

res$server                                            # 5

  nodes actions
1    64      15

res$nodestatus[1:5,]                                  # 6

                    name       role uptime running stalled
1  cloud.example.com    controller  2.204       0       0
2  cloud002.example.com     worker  2.202       0       0
3  cloud003.example.com     worker  2.202       0       0
4  cloud004.example.com     worker  2.207       0       0
5  cloud005.example.com     worker  2.202       0       0

1 The instance of the CAS class is used to connect to SAS Cloud Analytic Services and start your session. 
Substitute your server's host name and port.

2 When you connect, the package adds one function to your environment for each action that is available on 
the server. In the example, the cas.builtins.serverStatus function corresponds to the builtins.serverStatus 
action.

3 The res object is a list. The R length function returns the number of elements in the list. In this example, the 
results of the cas.builtins.serverStatus function have three elements.

4 The R names function prints the names of the elements in the list. For this example, the names provide 
convenient access to the results.
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5 The server element can be accessed with res$server. The sample CAS server is a distributed server that 
includes 64 hosts. The session was started when an instance of the CAS object was assigned to the s 
variable. As a result, only 15 actions were run in the session.

6 The nodestatus element is an instance of a casDataFrame. You can use the familiar row indexing syntax for 
data frames to show a few rows only. The results are for a distributed server. One host (cloud.example.com) 
is the controller and the remaining hosts are workers. The uptime column shows the number of seconds that 
elapsed since the session was started. For a single-machine server, the data frame includes a single row 
only for the controller.

View Summary Statistics

This example is slightly more complicated than the server status example. It demonstrates the following:

n The generic R summary function is implemented for the CASTable object.

n The cas.simple.summary generated function provides an interface to the simple.summary CAS action.

n The summary statistics can be generated for groups of data. In the following example, summary statistics are 
shown for each species of Iris.

Example Code 9 Summary Generic Function

library(swat)

s <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol='http')

irisct <- as.casTable(s, iris)                      # 1

summary(irisct)                                     # 2

  

1 The as.casTable function is provided by the SWAT package and enables R to upload a data frame to CAS 
and returns a CASTable instance. The irisct variable is a reference to an in-memory table in CAS that 
contains a copy of the data from the iris data set that is part of the R datasets package.

2 The SWAT package implements the generic function, summary. The function accepts a CASTable instance 
and produces results that are consistent with the results for running the summary function with a data.frame 
instance.

Output 1 Results of the Summary Function

  Sepal.Length    Sepal.Width     Petal.Length    Petal.Width          Species  
 Min.   :4.300   Min.   :2.000   Min.   :1.000   Min.   :0.100   setosa    :50  
 1st Qu.:5.100   1st Qu.:2.800   1st Qu.:1.600   1st Qu.:0.300   versicolor:50  
 Median :5.800   Median :3.000   Median :4.350   Median :1.300   virginica :50  
 Mean   :5.843   Mean   :3.057   Mean   :3.758   Mean   :1.199                  
 3rd Qu.:6.400   3rd Qu.:3.300   3rd Qu.:5.100   3rd Qu.:1.800                  
 Max.   :7.900   Max.   :4.400   Max.   :6.900   Max.   :2.500

TIP Although the SWAT package implements several generic functions for CASTable objects, the majority 
of functionality is available by running CAS actions. Each CAS action, such as simple.summary, has a 
corresponding R function, such as cas.simple.summary.

Some of the statistics that are included in the results of the summary function are actually calculated by the 
simple.summary CAS action. You can run the action itself with the cas.simple.summary function. You can see 
the statistics that are common with the summary function.
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Example Code 10 Simple Summary Action

cas.simple.summary(irisct, subset=c("min", "max", "mean"))

cas.percentile.percentile(irisct, values=c(25, 50, 75))

$Summary
        Column Min Max     Mean
1 Sepal.Length 4.3 7.9 5.843333
2  Sepal.Width 2.0 4.4 3.057333
3 Petal.Length 1.0 6.9 3.758000
4  Petal.Width 0.1 2.5 1.199333

$Percentile
       Variable Pctl Value Converged
1  Sepal.Length   25  5.10         1
2  Sepal.Length   50  5.80         1
3  Sepal.Length   75  6.40         1
4   Sepal.Width   25  2.80         1
5   Sepal.Width   50  3.00         1
6   Sepal.Width   75  3.30         1
7  Petal.Length   25  1.60         1
8  Petal.Length   50  4.35         1
9  Petal.Length   75  5.10         1
10  Petal.Width   25  0.30         1
11  Petal.Width   50  1.30         1
12  Petal.Width   75  1.80         1

Finally, an important feature of CAS is the ability to process grouped data. The following statements show how to 
perform the following:

n Create another instance of a CASTable object that references the in-memory data in CAS. The instance is 
defined to perform BY-group processing. The key concept is that the second instance does not duplicate the 
in-memory data—it specifies that BY-group processing on the species variable is performed with the existing 
in-memory table.

n Produce summary statistics for the in-memory table. Because BY-group processing is performed, the results 
include a casDataFrame for each species of Iris and one casDataFrame that is named ByGroupInfo.

n The ByGroupInfo that relates each group to the casDataFrame that shows the results for the group. In the 
following example, results for Setosa are included in the result that is named ByGroup1.Summary.

Example Code 11 BY-Group Processing

irisct.grouped <- defCasTable(s, table="iris", groupby=c("species"))

groups <- cas.simple.summary(irisct.grouped, subset=c("min", "max", "mean"))

names(groups)
[1] "ByGroup1.Summary" "ByGroup2.Summary" "ByGroup3.Summary" "ByGroupInfo"

groups$ByGroupInfo
     Species  Species_f      _key_
1     setosa     setosa setosa    
2 versicolor versicolor versicolor
3  virginica  virginica virginica 

groups$ByGroup1.Summary
        Column Min Max  Mean
1 Sepal.Length 4.3 5.8 5.006
2  Sepal.Width 2.3 4.4 3.428
3 Petal.Length 1.0 1.9 1.462
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4  Petal.Width 0.1 0.6 0.246

Beginning with version 1.2 of the package, the cas.bygroup.mode option can be set to include the BY-group 
value in the results:

Example Code 12 Include BY-Group Variables in the Results

options(cas.bygroup.mode='both')
options(cas.bygroup.dup.suffix='_fmt')

groups2 <- cas.simple.summary(irisct.grouped, subset=c("min", "max", "mean"))

groups2$ByGroup1.Summary
  Species Species_fmt       Column Min Max  Mean
1  setosa      setosa Sepal.Length 4.3 5.8 5.006
2  setosa      setosa  Sepal.Width 2.3 4.4 3.428
3  setosa      setosa Petal.Length 1.0 1.9 1.462
4  setosa      setosa  Petal.Width 0.1 0.6 0.246

The numeric statistics are identical to the preceding sample. The difference is that the raw and formatted values 
for each BY-group variable (species) are included in the results.

Frequently Used Classes

CAS

The CAS class enables you to connect to SAS Cloud Analytic Services and start a CAS session. Here is a 
simple example:

conn <- CAS("cloud.example.com", 8777, protocol="http")

conn
This is the variable that is used to store the instance of the CAS object.

cloud.example.com
This is a sample host name for the CAS controller. Substitute the real host name of your CAS controller.

8777
This is the common network port number for the REST interface on the CAS controller. Using HTTP to 
connect to the REST interface is the simplest way to connect to CAS from R. Binary communication with the 
'cas' protocol commonly uses port 5570.

protocol="http"
This argument specifies to use HTTP for communicating with the servers REST interface. You can specify 
https if the CAS controller is configured to use TLS. You can specify cas to use binary communication.

Additional optional arguments for the CAS class are as follows:

Argument Example Description

username username="sasdemo" Specifies the user ID to use for authenticating 
to CAS.

password password="secret" Specifies the password to use for 
authenticating to CAS. An alternative is to use 
an authinfo file.
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Argument Example Description

session session="164be240-a5ee-a441-
a7e5-76016fb236e1"

Specifies the 32-character UUID of an existing 
session to connect to. This can be useful to 
reconnect to a session that is running but was 
disconnected intentionally or by network 
interruption.

locale locale="fr_Fr" Specifies the locale to use for the CAS session. 
By default, the locale is set to the locale of the 
server.

authinfo authinfo="~/cloud.txt" Specifies an alternative path to an authinfo file 
that is used for authentication. By default, 
~/.authinfo is used on Linux and 
%HOMEDRIVE%%HOMEPATH%\_authinfo is 
used on Windows.

CASTable

The CASTable class represents an in-memory table in SAS Cloud Analytic Services. It is important to 
understand that running a function with a CASTable instance does not perform data analysis in R—the function 
is translated to a CAS action or actions that are run in CAS and the results are returned to R.

A simple way to work with a CASTable is to use the as.casTable function to upload a data frame to CAS and 
then import the data. The following example uploads the Iris data set that is part of the R datasets package to an 
in-memory table. The irisct object represents the in-memory copy of the data.

Example Code 13 Upload the Iris Data Frame

irisct <- as.casTable(conn, iris)

TIP An instance of the CASTable class represents an in-memory table in the server. An instance of the 
class does not contain the actual data from the table. In the preceding example, iris.ct is not a data frame 
in R that includes rows and columns of data. Irisct is a variable that represents an in-memory table. The in-
memory table on the server includes the rows and columns of data.

A number of commonly used R functions are overridden to accept a CASTable object as an argument. For 
example, the names function returns the column names for the in-memory table and the summary function 
operates on a CASTable object.

Example Code 14 Names and Summary Function for CASTable

names(irisct)
summary(irisct[,c('Sepal.Length', 'Sepal.Width')])
  

[1] "Sepal.Length" "Sepal.Width"  "Petal.Length" "Petal.Width"  "Species"

Sepal.Length    Sepal.Width
 Min.   :4.300   Min.   :2.000
 1st Qu.:5.100   1st Qu.:2.800
 Median :5.800   Median :3.000
 Mean   :5.843   Mean   :3.057
 3rd Qu.:6.400   3rd Qu.:3.300
 Max.   :7.900   Max.   :4.400
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The SWAT package includes a series of functions that operate on CASTable instances. Many of the function 
names begin with 'cas' such as cas.mean and cas.mode.

Example Code 15 Cas.mean Function for CASTable

cas.mean(irisct)

        Column     Mean
1 Sepal.Length 5.843333
2  Sepal.Width 3.057333
3 Petal.Length 3.758000
4  Petal.Width 1.199333

The following example uploads the mtcars data frame from the datasets package and then finds the mode for 
the mpg and cyl columns.

Example Code 16 Upload the Mtcars Data Frame and Run Cas.mode

mtcarsct <- as.casTable(conn, mtcars)
cas.mode(mtcarsct[,c('mpg', 'cyl')])

  Column         Mode
1    mpg         33.9
2    cyl            8

CasDataFrame

The casDataFrame class is frequently used by the package to store tabular results of a CAS action. The class 
includes an instance of a data.frame to store the data and adds fields to store CAS metadata that is related to 
the action, such as a label or title.

Overwhelmingly, the way that you program with a casDataFrame is identical to programming with a data frame. 
This is best demonstrated with the generated functions that correspond to CAS actions. In the following 
example, the generated function, cas.simple.summary, stores the results of the action in a variable that is named 
res.

res <- cas.simple.summary(irisct, subset=c('min', 'max', 'mean', 'std'))

res

$Summary
        Column Min Max     Mean       Std
1 Sepal.Length 4.3 7.9 5.843333 0.8280661
2  Sepal.Width 2.0 4.4 3.057333 0.4358663
3 Petal.Length 1.0 6.9 3.758000 1.7652982
4  Petal.Width 0.1 2.5 1.199333 0.7622377

The data type for res is a list, and the data type for the res$Summary object is casDataFrame:

 class(res)
[1] "list"

 class(res$Summary)
[1] "casDataFrame"
attr(,"package")
[1] "swat"
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Because the casDataFrame class includes an instance of a data frame, you can use column and row indexing 
functions:

Example Code 17 Numeric Column and Row Indexing

res$Summary[1:2,1:3]

        Column Min Max
1 Sepal.Length 4.3 7.9
2  Sepal.Width 2.0 4.4

Example Code 18 Numeric Column Indexing

res$Summary[,c(1,4:5)]

        Column     Mean       Std
1 Sepal.Length 5.843333 0.8280661
2  Sepal.Width 3.057333 0.4358663
3 Petal.Length 3.758000 1.7652982
4  Petal.Width 1.199333 0.7622377

In the event that a function requires an instance of the data.frame class, you can use the to.data.frame function 
to extract the data frame.

Package Options

The SWAT package implements the following options. You can set values with the options function.

cas.bygroup.dup.suffix
This option affects how duplicate variable names are made unique when the cas.bygroup.mode is set to 
both. The specified suffix is applied to the formatted values. The raw values are unmodified.

Example options(cas.bygroup.dup.suffix="_fmt")

cas.bygroup.mode
This option affects how BY-group variables are included in results.

none
The BY-group variables are not included in the results of the CAS action.

raw
The raw (unformatted) values of the BY-group variables are included in the first columns in the results of 
the CAS action.

formatted
The formatted values of the BY-group variables are included in the first columns in the results of the CAS 
action. SAS formats are commonly associated with numeric data such as dates, currency values, and so 
on. A format enables the value to be displayed as a human-recognizable date, to include currency 
symbols, and so on.

both
The raw and formatted values of the BY-group variables are included in the results of the CAS action. 
Specify a value for the cas.bygroup.dup.suffix option.

cas.gen.function.sig
When set to TRUE, the functions that are generated when you connect to CAS also include the top-level 
arguments. Including the top-level arguments facilitates code completion.
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Default FALSE

cas.max.download.rows
A numeric that specifies the number of rows to transfer from CAS to the R client. This option is used to avoid 
downloading large volumes of data accidentally.

Default 10000

cas.message.level
This option affects the verbosity of messages from CAS actions. In increasing order of verbosity, values are 
none, error, warning, and note.

Default note

cas.message.level.ui
This option affects the verbosity of messages from R code that is part of the SWAT package. In increasing 
order of verbosity, values are none, error, warning, and note.

Default error

cas.print.messages
If the CAS session option, metrics, is set to TRUE, then the results for each CAS action include session 
metrics such as the amount of time and memory that is used. (You can enable metrics by running 
cas.sessionProp.setSessOpt(s, metrics=TRUE). This option suppresses the metrics information when 
cas.print.messages is set to FALSE.

Default TRUE

cas.trace.actions
When set to TRUE, the R log includes the name of the CAS action that is run and the parameters that are 
submitted to the action.

Default FALSE

cas.trace.ui.actions
When set to TRUE, the R log includes information about the R functions that are part of the package. For 
example, summary, head, and tail are R functions that are implemented in the package.

Note:  The cas.trace.actions option must be set to TRUE for this option to work. You can trace just the 
parameters from user-called actions (cas.trace.actions=TRUE and cas.trace.ui.actions=FALSE), or you can 
trace all actions (cas.trace.actions=TRUE and cas.trace.ui.actions=TRUE).

Default FALSE

Example: Predict Employee Attrition

About This Example

The following sample program demonstrates how to use the R functions and classes that are part of the R-swat 
package and the functions for CAS actions. The sample program uses data from a Kaggle competition.

The source data, HR_comma_sep.csv, is available for download from .https://www.kaggle.com/ludobenistant/hr-
analytics
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The data set is simulated data. The purpose of the data set is to test the expectation that several measures can 
be used to predict which talented employees are a risk to leave an employer early in their careers. The data set 
includes variables for employee satisfaction ratings, workload (measured by the number of projects), and 
evaluation ratings. The practical application is that if employers can predict talent loss, they can intervene and 
retain these talented employees.

Start a Session and Access Data

library(swat)                                     # 1

library(ggplot2)
library(reshape2)
s <- CAS('cloud.example.com', 8777)               # 2

hr <- cas.read.csv(s, "./data/HR_comma_sep.csv",  # 3

  casOut=list(name="hr", replace=TRUE))

1 You must load the SWAT package to get started. The ggplot2 and reshape2 packages are used for plotting.

2 Create an instance of the CAS class to start a CAS session.

3 Upload the CSV file to the server. The cas.read.csv function returns a CASTable instance.

Explore the Data
head(hr)
names(hr)
unique(hr$sales)
unique(hr$salary)
summary(hr)

Output 2 Results of the Head Function

  satisfaction_level last_evaluation number_project average_montly_hours
1               0.38            0.53              2                  157
2               0.80            0.86              5                  262
3               0.11            0.88              7                  272
4               0.72            0.87              5                  223
5               0.37            0.52              2                  159
6               0.41            0.50              2                  153
  time_spend_company Work_accident left promotion_last_5years sales salary
1                  3             0    1                     0 sales    low
2                  6             0    1                     0 sales medium
3                  4             0    1                     0 sales medium
4                  5             0    1                     0 sales    low
5                  3             0    1                     0 sales    low
6                  3             0    1                     0 sales    low

Output 3 Results of the Names Function

 [1] "satisfaction_level"    "last_evaluation"      
 [3] "number_project"        "average_montly_hours" 
 [5] "time_spend_company"    "Work_accident"        
 [7] "left"                  "promotion_last_5years"
 [9] "sales"                 "salary"               
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Output 4 Unique Values of the Sales Column

[1] "IT"          "RandD"       "accounting"  "hr"          "management" 
 [6] "marketing"   "product_mng" "sales"       "support"     "technical"

Output 5 Unique Values of the Salary Column

[1] "high"   "low"    "medium"

Output 6 Results of the Summary Function

  satisfaction_level last_evaluation  number_project  average_montly_hours
 Min.   :0.0900     Min.   :0.3600   Min.   :2.000   Min.   : 96.0
 1st Qu.:0.4400     1st Qu.:0.5600   1st Qu.:3.000   1st Qu.:156.0
 Median :0.6400     Median :0.7200   Median :4.000   Median :200.0
 Mean   :0.6128     Mean   :0.7161   Mean   :3.803   Mean   :201.1
 3rd Qu.:0.8200     3rd Qu.:0.8700   3rd Qu.:5.000   3rd Qu.:245.0
 Max.   :1.0000     Max.   :1.0000   Max.   :7.000   Max.   :310.0

 time_spend_company Work_accident         left        promotion_last_5years
 Min.   : 2.000     Min.   :0.0000   Min.   :0.0000   Min.   :0.00000
 1st Qu.: 3.000     1st Qu.:0.0000   1st Qu.:0.0000   1st Qu.:0.00000
 Median : 3.000     Median :0.0000   Median :0.0000   Median :0.00000
 Mean   : 3.498     Mean   :0.1446   Mean   :0.2381   Mean   :0.02127
 3rd Qu.: 4.000     3rd Qu.:0.0000   3rd Qu.:0.0000   3rd Qu.:0.00000
 Max.   :10.000     Max.   :1.0000   Max.   :1.0000   Max.   :1.00000

         sales         salary
 IT         :1227   high  :1237
 RandD      : 787   low   :7316
 accounting : 767   medium:6446
 hr         : 739
 management : 630
 marketing  : 858
 product_mng: 902

Generate Plots

hr_df <- to.casDataFrame(hr)                           # 1

# Use reshape2's melt to help with data formatting
d <- melt(hr_df[sapply(hr_df, is.numeric)], id.vars=NULL)
ggplot(d, aes(x = value)) +
    facet_wrap(~variable,scales = 'free_x') +
    geom_histogram(fill = 'blue', bins = 25)

1 The to.casDataFrame function accepts a CASTable instance to download an in-memory table to R. The 
casDataFrame class stores the tabular data in a data.frame instance. The class also stores CAS metadata 
when it is used by the SWAT package to store the results of a CAS action.
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Output 7 Histograms for Numeric Columns

Narrow in on the employees with low satisfaction levels, but high recent evaluations.

low_sat_high_eval <- cdf[cdf$satisfaction_level < .2 & cdf$last_evaluation > .7,]

 d2 <- melt(low_sat_high_eval[sapply(low_sat_high_eval, is.numeric)], id.vars=NULL)
ggplot(d, aes(x = value)) +
    facet_wrap(~variable,scales = 'free_x') +
    geom_histogram(fill = 'blue', bins = 25)

The plot shows that these employees work on a large number of projects.
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Output 8 Histograms for Low Satisfaction and High Recent Evaluation

Check for Missing Values
tbl <- cas.simple.distinct(hr)$Distinct[,c('Column', 'NMiss')]
tbl
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Output 9 No Missing Values in the Data

                  Column NMiss
1     satisfaction_level     0
2        last_evaluation     0
3         number_project     0
4   average_montly_hours     0
5     time_spend_company     0
6          Work_accident     0
7                   left     0
8  promotion_last_5years     0
9                  sales     0
10                salary     0

Split the Data Into Training and Validation

The sampling action set is licensed with the SAS Visual Statistics or SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine 
Learning add-on to SAS Visual Analytics.

# Load the sampling actionset
loadActionSet(conn, 'sampling')

cas.sampling.srs(s, 
  table="hr",
  sampPct=70, 
  partind=TRUE, 
  output=list(casOut=list(name='hr_part', replace=TRUE), copyvars='ALL'))

# Verify the partitioning
# Load the fedsql actionset
loadActionSet(conn, 'fedsql')

# Make sure the partition worked correctly using SQL
cas.fedsql.execDirect(conn, query = paste0(
  "SELECT CASE WHEN _PartInd_ = 1 THEN 'Training' ELSE 'Validation' END AS name, ",
  "_PartInd_, COUNT(*) AS obs FROM hr_part ",
  "GROUP BY CASE WHEN _PartInd_ = 1 THEN 'Training' ELSE 'Validation' END, _PartInd_;")
)$`Result Set`

# Create two CASTable instances
train <- defCasTable(s, 'hr_part', where="_PartInd_=1")  # 1

valid <- defCasTable(s, 'hr_part', where="_PartInd_=0")

# Confirm that filtered rows show the same counts
cat("\n")
cat("Rows in training table:", nrow(train), "\n")
cat("Rows in validation table:", nrow(valid), "\n")

1 The defCasTable function is used twice to create two CASTable instances. The instances are not duplicate 
copies of the Hr_Part in-memory table. They are objects in R and when they are used, the filter that is 
specified in the where argument is applied to the single instance of the Hr_Part table.
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Output 10 Results of the FedSql.ExecDirect Action and Nrow Function

        NAME _PartInd_   OBS
1   Training         1 10499
2 Validation         0  4500

Rows in training table: 10499 
Rows in validation table: 4500 

Specify the Modeling Variables

target   = "left"

nominals = c("work_accident", "promotion_last_5years", "sales", 
  "salary", "number_project", "time_spend_company", "left")

inputs   = c("work_accident", "promotion_last_5years", "sales", 
  "salary", "number_project", "time_spend_company", "satisfaction_level", 
  "average_montly_hours")

Option 1: Train, Score, and Assess a Decision Tree 
Model

This section shows straightforward code for working with a decision tree model.

# Load the decsion tree actionset
loadActionSet(conn, 'decisionTree')

# Train the decision tree model
cas.decisionTree.dtreeTrain(train,
  target   = target, 
  inputs   = inputs, 
  nominals = nominals,
  varImp   = TRUE,
  casOut   = list(name = 'dt_model', replace = TRUE)
)

# Score the validation data
cas.decisionTree.dtreeScore(valid,
  modelTable   = list(name = 'dt_model'),
  copyVars     = list(target, '_PartInd_'),
  assessonerow = TRUE,
  casOut       = list(name = 'dt_scored', replace = T)
)

# Assess the decision tree model
results <- cas.percentile.assess(conn,
  table="dt_scored",
  inputs   = c('_DT_P_           1'),
  response = target,
  event    = '1'
)

# View the 50% cutoff rate
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results$ROCInfo[results$ROCInfo$CutOff==0.5, 
  c('CutOff', 'TP','FP','FN','TN')]

# Plot the ROC curve
ggplot(data = results$ROCInfo[c('FPR', 'Sensitivity')],
       aes(x = as.numeric(FPR), y = as.numeric(Sensitivity))) + geom_line() +
       labs(x = 'False Positive Rate', y = 'True Positive Rate')

Output 11 Results of the Decision Tree Modeling

$DTreeVarImpInfo
              Variable  Importance          Std Count
1   satisfaction_level 1321.510458 248.89938331     4
2       number_project  868.265911 404.44366077     3
3   time_spend_company  688.473925 167.16131768     6
4 average_montly_hours  115.123924  18.77486214     4
5                sales    1.773473   0.03990426     2

$ModelInfo
                          Descr        Value
1          Number of Tree Nodes    39.000000
2        Max Number of Branches     2.000000
3              Number of Levels     6.000000
4              Number of Leaves    20.000000
5                Number of Bins    20.000000
6        Minimum Size of Leaves     5.000000
7        Maximum Size of Leaves  6779.000000
8           Number of Variables     8.000000
9  Confidence Level for Pruning     0.250000
10  Number of Observations Used 10499.000000
11  Misclassification Error (%)     4.657586

$OutputCasTables
               casLib     Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) dt_model   39      43

Output 12 Results of Scoring the Validation Data

$OutputCasTables
               casLib      Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) dt_scored 4500      16

$ScoreInfo
                        Descr                            Value
1 Number of Observations Read                             4500
2 Number of Observations Used                             4500
3 Misclassification Error (%)                     4.8888888889

Output 13 Fifty-Percent CutOff Rate

   CutOff  TP FP  FN   TN
51    0.5 928 83 137 3352
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Output 14 Decision Tree ROC Curve

Option 2: Find a Champion Model

Decision Tree

The code in the following example is identical to the model training code that is shown in option 1. You can rerun 
the code or skip it if you already ran it.

Example Code 19 Create a Decision Tree Model

# Load the decsion tree actionset
loadActionSet(conn, 'decisionTree')

# Train the decision tree model
cas.decisionTree.dtreeTrain(train,
    target   = target,
    inputs   = inputs,
    nominals = nominals,
    varImp   = TRUE,
    casOut   = list(name = 'dt_model', replace = TRUE)
)
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Output 15 Results of the Decision Tree Modeling

$DTreeVarImpInfo
              Variable  Importance          Std Count
1   satisfaction_level 1321.510458 248.89938331     4
2       number_project  868.265911 404.44366077     3
3   time_spend_company  688.473925 167.16131768     6
4 average_montly_hours  115.123924  18.77486214     4
5                sales    1.773473   0.03990426     2

$ModelInfo
                          Descr        Value
1          Number of Tree Nodes    39.000000
2        Max Number of Branches     2.000000
3              Number of Levels     6.000000
4              Number of Leaves    20.000000
5                Number of Bins    20.000000
6        Minimum Size of Leaves     5.000000
7        Maximum Size of Leaves  6779.000000
8           Number of Variables     8.000000
9  Confidence Level for Pruning     0.250000
10  Number of Observations Used 10499.000000
11  Misclassification Error (%)     4.657586

$OutputCasTables
               casLib     Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) dt_model   39      43

Decision Forest

The forestTrain and other forest-related actions are licensed with the SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine 
Learning add-on to SAS Visual Analytics.

cas.decisionTree.forestTrain(train,
    target   = target,
    inputs   = inputs,
    nominals = nominals,
    casOut   = list(name = 'rf_model', replace = TRUE)
)
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Output 16 Results of the Decision Forest Modeling

$ModelInfo
                              Descr      Value
1                   Number of Trees   50.00000
2  Number of Selected Variables (M)    3.00000
3                Random Number Seed    0.00000
4          Bootstrap Percentage (%)   63.21206
5                    Number of Bins   20.00000
6               Number of Variables    8.00000
7      Confidence Level for Pruning    0.25000
8          Max Number of Tree Nodes   45.00000
9          Min Number of Tree Nodes   13.00000
10           Max Number of Branches    2.00000
11           Min Number of Branches    2.00000
12             Max Number of Levels    6.00000
13             Min Number of Levels    6.00000
14             Max Number of Leaves   23.00000
15             Min Number of Leaves    7.00000
16           Maximum Size of Leaves 4993.00000
17           Minimum Size of Leaves    5.00000
18               Out-of-Bag MCR (%)        NaN

$OutputCasTables
               casLib     Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) rf_model 1500      47

Gradient Boosted Trees

The gbtreeTrain and other gradient boost-related actions are licensed with the SAS Visual Data Mining and 
Machine Learning add-on to SAS Visual Analytics.

cas.decisionTree.gbtreeTrain(train,
    target   = target,
    inputs   = inputs,
    nominals = nominals,
    casOut   = list(name = 'gbt_model', replace = TRUE)
)
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Output 17 Results of Gradient Boosted Trees Modeling

$ModelInfo
                              Descr  Value
1                   Number of Trees   50.0
2                      Distribution    2.0
3                     Learning Rate    0.1
4                  Subsampling Rate    0.5
5  Number of Selected Variables (M)    8.0
6                    Number of Bins   20.0
7               Number of Variables    8.0
8          Max Number of Tree Nodes   63.0
9          Min Number of Tree Nodes   35.0
10           Max Number of Branches    2.0
11           Min Number of Branches    2.0
12             Max Number of Levels    6.0
13             Min Number of Levels    6.0
14             Max Number of Leaves   32.0
15             Min Number of Leaves   18.0
16           Maximum Size of Leaves 3673.0
17           Minimum Size of Leaves    5.0
18               Random Number Seed    0.0

$OutputCasTables
               casLib      Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) gbt_model 2724      37

Neural Network

The neuralNet action set is licensed with the SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning add-on to SAS 
Visual Analytics.

# Load the neuralNet actionSet
loadActionSet(conn, 'neuralNet')

# Build a neural network model
cas.neuralNet.annTrain(train,
    target   = target,
    inputs   = inputs,
    nominals = nominals,
    casOut   = list(name = 'nn_model', replace = TRUE)
)
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$ConvergenceStatus
                                          Reason
1 The optimization exited on maximum iterations.

$ModelInfo
                         Descr        Value
1                        Model   Neural Net
2  Number of Observations Used        10499
3  Number of Observations Read        10499
4     Target/Response Variable         left
5              Number of Nodes           35
6        Number of Input Nodes           33
7       Number of Output Nodes            2
8       Number of Hidden Nodes            0
9  Number of Weight Parameters           33
10   Number of Bias Parameters            2
11                Architecture         GLIM
12       Number of Neural Nets            1
13             Objective Value 1.1081862467

$OptIterHistory
   Progress Objective     Loss
1         1  2.945763 2.945763
2         2  2.013290 2.013290
3         3  1.886487 1.886487
4         4  1.531287 1.531287
5         5  1.397491 1.397491
6         6  1.226146 1.226146
7         7  1.174247 1.174247
8         8  1.155865 1.155865
9         9  1.113849 1.113849
10       10  1.108186 1.108186

$OutputCasTables
               casLib     Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) nn_model   35      15

Score the Models

Each of the training steps stores a model in an in-memory table. The table names follow a pattern to enable 
scoring and validating the models with concise code.

models <- c('dt','rf','gbt','nn')
scores <- c(cas.decisionTree.dtreeScore, cas.decisionTree.forestScore, 
  cas.decisionTree.gbtreeScore, cas.neuralNet.annScore) 
names(scores) <- models

# Function to help automate prediction process on new data
score.params <- function(model){return(list(
    valid,                                               # 1

    modelTable   = list(name = paste0(model, '_model')),
    copyVars     = list(target, '_PartInd_'),
    assessonerow = TRUE,
    casOut       = list(name = paste0(model, '_scored'), replace = T)
))}
lapply(models, function(x) {do.call(scores[[x]], score.params(x))})

1 The CASTable instance, valid, is used for the scoring. When the instance was defined, it included a filter that 
ensures the rows with a _PartInd_ value of 0 (validation) are used.
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Output 18 Scoring Results for the Decision Tree Model

[[1]]$OutputCasTables
               casLib      Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) dt_scored 4500      16

[[1]]$ScoreInfo
                        Descr                            Value
1 Number of Observations Read                             4500
2 Number of Observations Used                             4500
3 Misclassification Error (%)                     4.8888888889

Output 19 Scoring Results of the Decision Forest Model

[[2]]$OutputCasTables
               casLib      Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) rf_scored 4500       9

[[2]]$ScoreInfo
                        Descr                            Value
1 Number of Observations Read                             4500
2 Number of Observations Used                             4500
3 Misclassification Error (%)                     4.3555555556

Output 20 Scoring Results for the Gradient Boosted Trees Model

[[3]]
[[3]]$ErrorMetricInfo
   TreeID Trees NLeaves        MCR   LogLoss        ASE      RASE     MAXAE
1       0     1      29 0.23666667 0.4717003 0.15148243 0.3892074 0.7843554
2       1     2      59 0.23666667 0.4147649 0.12779187 0.3574799 0.8037897
3       2     3      90 0.23666667 0.3731749 0.11022959 0.3320084 0.8216490
...
48     47    48    1336 0.02977778 0.1041280 0.02509569 0.1584162 0.9935238
49     48    49    1358 0.02933333 0.1035912 0.02504710 0.1582628 0.9938739
50     49    50    1387 0.02933333 0.1030820 0.02495220 0.1579626 0.9937479

[[3]]$OutputCasTables
               casLib       Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) gbt_scored 4500       8

[[3]]$ScoreInfo
                        Descr                            Value
1 Number of Observations Read                             4500
2 Number of Observations Used                             4500
3 Misclassification Error (%)                     2.9333333333

Output 21 Scoring Results of the Neural Network Model

[[4]]
[[4]]$OutputCasTables
               casLib      Name Rows Columns
1 CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo) nn_scored 4500       6

[[4]]$ScoreInfo
                        Descr                            Value
1 Number of Observations Read                             4500
2 Number of Observations Used                             4500
3 Misclassification Error (%)                               11
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Compare Models
# Load the percentile actionset for scoring
loadActionSet(conn, 'percentile')

# Useful function for model assessment
assess.model <- function(model){
    cas.percentile.assess(conn,
        table    = list(name = paste0(model,'_scored'), where = '_PartInd_ = 0'),
        inputs   = paste0('_', model, '_P_           1'),
        response = target,
        event    = '1')
}

model.names <- c('Decision Tree', 'Random Forest', 'Gradient Boosting', 'Neural Network')
roc.df <- data.frame()
for (i in 1:length(models)){
    tmp <- (assess.model(models[i]))$ROCInfo
    tmp$Model <- model.names[i]
    roc.df <- rbind(roc.df, tmp)
}

# Manipulate the dataframe
compare <- subset(roc.df, CutOff == 0.5)
rownames(compare) <- NULL
compare[,c('Model','TP','FP','FN','TN')]

Output 22 ROC Information

              Model  TP  FP  FN   TN
1     Decision Tree 928  83 137 3352
2     Random Forest 922  53 143 3382
3 Gradient Boosting 977  44  88 3391
4    Neural Network 840 270 225 3165

# Build a dataframe to compare the misclassification rates
compare$Misclassification <- 1 - compare$ACC
miss <- compare[order(compare$Misclassification), c('Model','Misclassification')]
rownames(miss) <- NULL
miss

Output 23 Misclassification Comparison

              Model Misclassification
1 Gradient Boosting        0.02933333
2     Random Forest        0.04355556
3     Decision Tree        0.04888889
4    Neural Network        0.11000000

# Add a new column to be used as the ROC curve label
roc.df$Models <- paste(roc.df$Model, round(roc.df$C, 3), sep = ' - ')

# Create the ROC curve
ggplot(data = roc.df[c('FPR', 'Sensitivity', 'Models')],
       aes(x = as.numeric(FPR), y = as.numeric(Sensitivity), colour = Models)) + geom_line() +
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       labs(x = 'False Positive Rate', y = 'True Positive Rate')

Output 24 ROC Curve Plot

Save the Champion Model
# Save the gradient boosting model for later use
cas.table.save(conn, table = list(name = 'gbt_model'), name = 'gbt_model.sashdat', replace = TRUE)

Output 25 Results for a Successful Save

$caslib
[1] "CASUSERHDFS(sasdemo)"

$name
[1] "gbt_model.sashdat"

End the Session

After you complete your analysis, you should end your session so that you do not continue to consume 
resources that you are not using:
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n All session-scoped tables are dropped from memory. All the tables in this example are scoped to your 
session only.

n The session that is running in SAS Cloud Analytic Services is terminated. The server can free the resources 
that were used for your session.

cas.session.endSession(conn)

Where to Go from Here

The following page includes the API reference for the package. The API document provides information about 
the classes and functions that are part of the package:

https://developer.sas.com/guides/r.html

Information about CAS actions is available in the following documents:

Task Refer to:

Data management and manipulation, 
server management, and 
administration

SAS Viya: System Programming Guide

Prepare, model, and assess SAS Visual Analytics: Programming Guide

Build and compare models SAS Visual Statistics: Programming Guide 

Tune, analyze complex data, and 
perform advanced statistical 
operations

SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning: Programming Guide 

SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning: Deep Learning Programming 
Guide

Text mine, contextual extraction, 
sentiment analysis, and search

SAS Visual Text Analytics: Programming Guide

SAS Visual Analytics: Programming Guide

SAS Visual Data Mining and Machine Learning: Programming Guide 

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2018, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. July 2018 3.4-P1:caspg3r
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